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News Release:  

Micronclean awarded ISO 9001:2015
Micronclean, the specialist laundered garment rental service and cleanroom 
consumable manufacturer are delighted to announce that they have 
successfully transitioned to the new ISO 9001: 2015 standard following a 
recent two-day BSI surveillance audit. 

In comparison to the 2008 standard the 2015 standard: 

• Puts greater emphasis on leadership engagement
• Helps address organisational risks and opportunities in a structured manner
• Addresses supply chain management more effectively
• Uses simplified language and a common structure and terms in line with other standards

Robert Parker, Micronclean Managing Director, said: “This represents a huge achievement, given the 
scale and complexity attached to the transition from the 2008 standard to the 2015 standard and aligns 
with our Business purpose statement which puts quality alongside innovation at the heart of our 
business”. 

“Critical Environmental Solutions the other company within the Micronclean Group has also achieved 
the same standard so as a group we will continue to provide quality and efficiency to our customers 
backed by outstanding customer care”. 

For more information about our products and services please visit www.micronclean.com or 
contact marketing@micronclean.com. 

****Ends**** 

At Micronclean, our passion is to be the first to develop new technological solutions that change the shape of the markets 
we serve, creating quality and efficiency for our customers. 

As a valued and trusted partner, Micronclean has a product and service portfolio which ranges from hand finished linen, 
through laundered garment rental service for both industrial clients and high-tech/pharmaceutical companies throughout 
the UK, to cleanroom supplies which are exported to over 30 countries worldwide. 

Micronclean is one of the largest privately-owned laundry companies in the UK and has been owned by one family since 
1929, tracing its heritage back to the Skegness Steam Laundry in 1883.  It employs over 400 people in the UK and 
operates three laundry sites and two manufacturing cleanrooms in Lincolnshire, UK. 

Registered Address:  Micronclean Ltd, Roman Bank, Skegness, Lincolnshire, PE25 1SQ. 
Company No:    00176558 


